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Name: CHARTWELL

County: Kent

District: Sevenoaks (District Authority)

Parish: Westerham

label.localisation: Latitude: 51.246571

Longitude: 0.085147816

National Grid Reference: TQ 45631 51776

Map: Download a full scale map (PDF)

label.overview: Heritage Category: Park and Garden

Grade: II*

List Entry Number: 1000263

Date first listed: 01-May-1986

Details

An early to mid C20 garden, created by Sir Winston Churchill and his wife and later influenced by the garden designer, Lanning

Roper, with a few surviving C19 features and surrounded by a park of C18 origin.

HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

The first known occupier of the site at Chartwell was William At-Well, in 1362. From the second half of the C14 until the

early C17, the property belonged to the Potter family, then passed through marriage to Sir John Rivers Bt, at which time it

was known as Well Street. A succession of owners followed until the Ellison family took possession in the C18 and it became

known as Foundling House. In 1848 they sold to John Campbell Colquhoun who rebuilt the house, improved and developed

its setting, and renamed it Chartwell. After Colquhoun's death in 1870, the property remained in the family until Sir Winston

Churchill (1874-1965) bought it from Sir Archibald John Campbell Colquhoun in 1922. In 1946, a group of Churchill's friends

and admirers bought Chartwell and presented it to the National Trust with the proviso that Winston and Clementine should

remain there for their lifetimes but on Sir Winston's death in 1965, Clementine relinquished it to the Trust, in whose ownership

it remains (1997).

DESCRIPTION

LOCATION, AREA, BOUNDARIES, LANDFORM, SETTING Chartwell lies c 0.5km to the east of the B2026, 2.5km south-

south-west of the village of Westerham. The registered site, comprising 8ha of formal and ornamental gardens and c 23ha of

parkland, occupies the steep east and west slopes at the head of an enclosed valley which opens southwards to give extensive,

long-distance views over the Kentish Weald and to the plain of the River Eden beyond. The site is enclosed to the west, north-

east, and south-east by wooded ridges, with a minor lane marking the boundary along the north-east side. To the north-west,

a fenced narrow tree belt and a public footpath separate the site from the rising, wooded farmland beyond, while to the south,

a track serving Chartwell Farm forms the boundary. The site is crossed from north to south by Mapleton Road which passes

c 15m from the west front of the house.

ENTRANCES AND APPROACHES The main formal approach to Chartwell is from Mapleton Road, which also forms the

western boundary of the house and gardens. The short length of gravelled drive up to the principal, west front of the house
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enters and exits through oak-boarded gates and frames an open, semicircular lawn, enclosed from the road by a high brick wall

(listed grade II), built in the early 1920s to a design based on one at Quebec House (General Wolfe's birthplace at Westerham).

The house was approached in the C19 by a single drive which followed the route of the present southern arm. A low hedge

encloses a forecourt along the front of the house, designed, together with the lawn, in the early 1920s to replace the former

Victorian shrubberies, from which the two mature lime trees survive. The present public entrance to the site is at the extreme

north end, 200m down a serpentine drive and through the car park.

PRINCIPAL BUILDING Chartwell (listed grade I) lies towards the south-west corner of the site, on the upper slope of the west

side of the valley and with the principal rooms looking south and south-eastwards over the lakes and the distant landscape. It

is built of red brick with a high, pitched roof and a two-storey entrance front in an 'undecided style' (Newman 1969). Three

buildings are shown on the site of the house in the mid C18 (Andrews and Dury, 1742). By 1836 the house was described in sale

particulars as in a partial state of decay (Meehan 1988) and was largely rebuilt sometime after 1850, the principal front being

created on the west side, away from the view. In 1922 Churchill engaged the architect Philip Tilden (1887-1956) to carry out

radical alterations; these included adding the wing which extends eastwards at right angles from the house, the stepped gable on

the south front, and the simplification of the west elevation with the imported C18 wooden doorcase framing the main entrance.

GARDENS AND PLEASURE GROUNDS The formal and ornamental gardens lie to the north, east, and south of the house.

From 1965 until 1980, and as part of the agreement for Chartwell being passed to the Trust, Lanning Roper (1912-83)

became Gardens Advisor under the direction of Churchill's daughter, Mary Soames, and, largely between 1965 and 1968, had

considerable influence on the present appearance of the gardens.

The east front of the house opens onto a broad terraced lawn, which extends to both north and south beyond the house and which

is raised several metres above the level of the lawn below by a ragstone wall built in 1950 to replace a former grass bank. A

flight of steps runs down against the east face of the terrace wall to the lower lawn. In the furthest north-east corner and built up

from the terrace walls is the ragstone Marlborough Pavilion, built as a summerhouse by Philip Tilden in the 1920s and decorated

in 1949 by Churchill's nephew, John Spencer Churchill. A wide flagged path leads westwards from the pavilion under a vine-

covered timber pergola into the Rose Garden. This may also be reached from the north side of the house, across a small paved

terrace raised above the main terrace lawn by a low wall topped by a bank of shrubs (constructed 1984) and by a flight of C19

semicircular stone steps (shown on the OS 1st edition, surveyed 1869, rebuilt early 1990s). The Rose Garden is enclosed on its

entire west and north sides and on part of its east side by high ragstone walls. A walled enclosure in approximately the position

of the present rose garden is shown on Andrews and Dury's map of 1742 but by 1869 (OS) only the present west wall seems

to be shown as standing. In 1922 Tilden extended the walls northwards. The garden layout, originally planned for Clementine

Churchill by Venetia Montagu in c 1924, is quartered by flagstone paths with oblong beds of hybrid tea roses around a central

feature of standard wisterias and with shrub borders and climbers against the walls.

Northwards from the Rose Garden a gravelled, serpentine path leads along the south-east side of the Chartwell and Goldfish

Ponds which, with the Reservoir Pond c 8m to the south, form the main part of the Water Garden. The ponds are stone-edged

and set within abundant planting of trees, shrubs and waterside plants, developed by Lanning Roper in the 1960s. Both the

Chartwell and Goldfish Ponds, the former on the site of the 'Chart well' (recorded in 1742 on Andrews and Dury's map of Kent),

are shown established by 1869 (OS) and surrounded by shrubs and coniferous trees. The Reservoir Pond was constructed in

1949 to give the ponds a greater head of water. Immediately north of these ponds, the path crosses a further west to east chain

of tiny pools, connected by rockwork channels and waterfalls, which flows eastwards down into the oval swimming pool, 10m

below the path to the east. These pools were constructed c 1928 and the swimming pool in c 1932 (Meehan 1988).

From the south front of the house, steps lead down to a straight, southward walk (paved in 1966), enclosed on the north side by

a yew hedge and fringed with the grey and silver-foliaged borders suggested by Lanning Roper in 1967. At the north end of this

so-called Butterfly House Walk, 10m from the house, is a small brick and tile-roofed summerhouse used by Churchill to breed

butterflies; just to its south, a long flight of steps, known as Jacob's Ladder and completed in 1968, descends against the south

wall of the terrace to the lawns below. On the west side of the Butterfly House Walk is a croquet lawn, partially enclosed by

yew hedging and converted in 1949 from the tennis court laid out by the Churchills between 1929 and 1932 on the site of the
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Victorian kitchen garden. At the south-west corner of the croquet lawn, paths passing along its south and west sides (the latter

installed in 1997) lead into the Urn Garden, a small, oval, yew-hedged enclosure created since 1987 and containing a central

urn (formerly on the island in the lake) set in lawn. Immediately to its south, a flagged path leads onto a further north-east to

south-west grassed terrace, edged with mixed borders and backed to the north-west by a high brick wall. Laid out from 1960

on the site of former 1920s and 30s greenhouses, the garden offers extensive views over the Kent Weald.

A serpentine stepped path leads southwards down from the terrace, turning eastwards at the foot of the slope into the Golden

Rose Walk which is laid out along the central east/west axis of the Old Kitchen Garden. This 60m paved walk, flanked by

parallel borders of gold and yellow roses enclosed by beech hedges was created in 1958 by Lanning Roper and Mary Soames

for the Churchills' golden wedding. A central sundial, erected in 1936-7, may be that recorded as sited on the house terrace in

1896 (Meehan 1988). The high brick and tile-capped walls enclosing the kitchen garden (which measures c 90m x 55m) were

largely built by Churchill himself between 1925 and 1932, the position of the garden requiring the re-routing southwards of the

drive to the adjacent Chartwell Farm. Lying on a south-east-facing slope, the garden was used for vegetables until laid out to

its present appearance of grass dotted with specimen trees and shrubs in 1965. The little summerhouse built by Churchill for

his daughter and known as Marycot, sits in the south-east corner. An arch in the north-east corner of the garden leads into the

Orchard, planted by Churchill in the mid 1920s on the site of Victorian glasshouses. It originally extended further northwards

and eastwards around the Studio, a brick and tile-roofed building with a formal hedged garden on the north-west front, which

Churchill converted in the 1930s from existing late C19 buildings.

North-east of the Studio and east of the house terrace, broad, open lawns, planted near the house from the mid C19 to the early

C20 with serpentine beds and exotic conifers (Meehan 1988) sweep down the slope to the Upper and Lower Lakes. The lake

edges are partly fringed with tree clumps or individual specimen trees and a timber bridge leads to an island in Lower Lake.

A small lake on the site of Lower Lake existed by 1819 (OS). Its outline had been altered by 1896 and a boathouse added by

1909 (OS). The lakes in their present form were constructed by Churchill between 1929 and 1932 and the statue of Churchill

and Clementine by Oscar Nemon on the south edge of Lower Lake was installed in 1990.

PARK The parkland, which is laid to pasture, extends up the north and east slopes of the valley beyond the lakes and is dotted

with trees of mixed ages including a number planted since the storm in 1987. The park was created in the C18, the mature trees

being largely former hedgerow trees, only one tree surviving from the five or six added in the mid C19 (Meehan 1988). The

park is enclosed on the north-east side by a wide belt of woodland and on the south-east by a wood known as The Grove, both

of which are shown established on Andrews and Dury's map of 1742 although likely to be of C13 or C14 origin (ibid). They

have been extensively replanted since 1987 when The Grove suffered a 90% tree loss.

The narrow woodland belt along the north boundary is also likely to be of medieval origin, left to grow to high forest. The belt

on the west side of Mapleton Road is the only woodland not shown on the OS drawing of 1799 where it is recorded as common

land with occasional trees. This belt, of conifers mixed with oak and beech and shown on the OS 1st edition map surveyed

1869, was planted c 1850 by John Campbell Colquhoun who probably also introduced the present rhododendron cover.

The present National Trust car park in the north-west corner of the park was laid out and planted in 1965 and the restaurant,

shop, and entrance buildings south of the car park added in 1971.
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Description written: July 1997 Register Inspector: VCH Edited: November 2003

Legal

This garden or other land is registered under the Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act 1953 within the Register of

Historic Parks and Gardens by Historic England for its special historic interest.


